
 
 
1. Do you consider graffiti to be an art or an act of vandalism?  
2. Can music hill? 
3. Which kind of art is rapidly developing these days?  
 

 

Ex. 1. One word is missing from each sentence. Where from? (не делать в хот потейто) 

 

cultural, editor, pension, made, journalist, claims, headline 

 

1. I a promise to help her, so I will do it. 

2. I enjoy all sorts of events, such as exhibition and concerts. 

3. I think he must receive a because he's nearly 70.  

4. I saw a strange newspaper the other day: «Man bites dog». 

5. She's in charge of the local newspaper; I believe she's been the for three years. 

6. The government that it can cut crime by 20 per cent this year, but I don't believe it. 

7. My cousin's a newspaper; he writes articles about current affairs.  

 

Ex. 2.  What word does every definition stands for? 

 

1. A film process of deciding which parts of a film to show. 

a. maintaining  

b. editing  

Film 

a. movie 

b. play 

The part an actor plays. 

a. role 

b. lead 

The person who comes first in a competition. 

a. winner 

b. looser 

Extraordinary; very much better then usual.  

a. incredible 

b. mysterious 

The serious of events that form the story of a film. 

a. plot 

b. script 

Not as good or interesting as you had hoped. 

a. disappointing 



b. stupid 

Rude language that may upset people.  

a. swearing 

b. praying  

A collection of paintings which are on display. 

a. stall 

b. exhibition 

A camera which works by itself. 

a. manual 

b. automatic 

A picture which illustrates the nature. 

a. landscape 

b. standstill 

 A place where an artist or photographer works.  

a. laboratory 

b. studio 

Not be able to seen clearly. 

a. disfocused 

b. out of focus 

A type of the painting that shows things as they really are. 

      a. realistic 

b. documentary 

An artist who has a lot of ability and experience.  

a. superb 

b. skilled 

 

 

Ex. 3 Tick the correct column.  

 

1. Reference books are useful when you want to get information.  

2. There is often a picture on the cover of a book. 

3. A well-known person is someone only a few people have heard of.  

4. An encyclopedia is arranged in alphabetical order. 

5. If you are browsing in a shop, you definitely won't buy anything. 

6. You'll find novels in the non-fiction section of a bookshop.  

7. An autobiography is someone's life story, written by someone else.  

8. A manual is something most people read for pleasure.  

 

Ex. 4 Underline the most suitable word or phrase.  

 

a) I like this book, and I've read six capitals/chapters/prefaces already.  

b) It's not a proper drawing, only a rough/plan/sketch.  

c) The play is very long but there are three breaks/intervals/rests.  

d) At the cinema I don't like sitting too near the film/screen/stage.  

e) We heard a piece by Mozart performed by a German band/group/orchestra.  

f) Her second book was very popular and became a best buy/seller/volume. 

 g) I like the painting but I can't stand its ugly border/frame/square.  

h) Robert's new book will be broadcast/published/typed in August.  

i)  I liked the acting, and the costumes/dressing/outfits were good too.   

j)  The best act/place/scene in the film is when Jack meets Kate.   

 

Ex.5 Fill in the gaps.  



 

announcer, composer, critic, editor, playwright, author, conductor, director, novelist, sculptor.  

 

a) The orchestra would not be so successful with a different .......  

b) I want a book on art, but I don't know the name of the 

c) We must see the new film by that Italian 

d) The                          said that the sports program is on after the news.  

e) Harry writes for the theatre, but he is not only a  

f) We saw some interesting metal objects made by a French 

g) That's a nice piece of music. Who is the                          ? 

h) Peter Smith was the only                          who wrote in praise of the film.  

i) Charles Dickens is probably the best known British 

j) The                          of the newspaper usually decides what it contains.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


